Program Overview

Attention IT Providers:

Recurring Revenue.
Guaranteed Profitability.
Introducing the Only Complete
Enterprise Storage-as-a-Service

Build a profitable recurring revenue stream, with the industry’s only
complete enterprise storage-as-a-service.
Zadara gives you recurring revenue with guaranteed profitability, by delivering industry-leading
SAN, NAS and Object storage as a fully-managed service at any location, with 24/7 proactive
monitoring and support, and wrapped in a flexible OpEx model.
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Program Overview

“We saw significant savings moving to a consumption
approach that complements our business model.”
Steven Donaghue, director of hosting services, K3 Starcom

Key Service Providers

In Zadara you’ll find a powerful platform designed to make data storage and management as simple as possible. And you’ll discover a technology partner that is dedicated
to helping you build your business. Unlike legacy vendors that have recently created
services offerings, we are a 100% pure-play services provider, and this unique perspective helps us understand the challenges you and your clients face as IT evolves and
migrates to a cloud-based model.
Scale intelligently

Flexible costs

Zadara’s elastic, scale-out architecture
means that you can start small and
seamlessly scale based on customer demand. Zadara can be deployed with just
two storage nodes and can seamlessly
scale to hundreds of nodes and petabytes.
As your business grows, Zadara will
automatically ship additional storage at
no cost until you use it.

Usage costs adapt to options selected
and controlled by users, including
storage engine configurations, drive
types and quantities, usable capacity,
and performance. Embedded, detailed
metering tools allow for billing based on
actual customer usage.

Enterprise-grade data services
With rich data management features and
performance isolation, Zadara delivers
enterprise-grade services, including
backup, disaster recovery, business
continuity, multi-zone high availability,
containers, snapshots, and more. And
dedicated, isolated resources per user,
with at-rest and in-flight encryption
(with user controlled-keys) ensure data
remain secure and private.

An Expert Operating Partner
When you add Zadara to your team you
are adding an expert operating partner. We build, provision, and maintain
your customers’ storage arrays — so
you can assign your people to more
strategic tasks, and focus on growing
your buiness. As a partner you will earn
recurring revenue from your Zadara clients forever, helping grow your storage
business consistently (and profitably).
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